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' f!'   '    i                                      Ex. 5.   If F be one solution of the differential equation in Ex. 2 such that
1   j   {                                     dVldn=~W at all points of a surface S, where k is always positive, prove that
! ,                                         there is no other solution of that differential equation which satisfies this condition.
l;   ''                               ^   [Use a proof similar to that in Art. 133.]
T'    /
j  j! 1                   f          '~, /                   Given the potential, find the body.
J J f 1                   v.-1 •    f   164.    Poisson's equation 4?rp = — V2F supplies a partial solution
? i'[ j                         / to this question.    The potential F being given throughout all
j ''                          *      space we find p by differentiation.    This value of p, if finite
f    j                              throughout space, determines the only body which could have the
I '   i   ,                          given potential.    If the potential is given as a discontinuous
h ;•   I                              function  of the  coordinates  difficulties  may arise in applying
I  ' f i                              Poisson's equation at the points or surfaces of discontinuity.    The
I1 $                                following theorem, will therefore be necessary.
It * ',      |                                                                    <w»wwcfi-—••-*?-   .  -•"!   •'"   •
*) 1j  !                                      165.    Let the potential F throughout a given space S be the
J!   |                              given function <£ (#, y, z), throughout a neighbouring space S', let
J;,  j(   f                        -the potential be ty (x, yy z), and so on.    In this way we regard all
M                                 ,-space as divided into compartments within each of which the
•{(i1                                -potential is a different function of the coordinates.    We suppose
i|                                  "in the first instance that the given potentials are nowhere infinite.
As a point P moves in space, passing from one compartment
11! • \                .              to the next, we know by Art. 145 that there should be no sudden
lij'l',"!   •                            change in the numerical value of the potential.    We therefore
* J|                                   suppose that the given potentials (56, \jr have equal values at all
|i        " -                       points of the common boundary.    This implies that the space rates
i (                                .of the potential tangential to the common boundary are equal.
The tangential components of force must therefore be equal.
If the normal forces at the boundary are not also equal, there |
will be a film of attracting matter at the boundary (Art. 146) f
i./l    !                         V', whose surface density <r is given by Green's equation
' ffj'', i                                                                                                     A         d<j>    d^p"
S.J 1l ji                                                                                        dn    dn'*
!|t   ' I                              where dn, dn' are measured in directions outwards from the spaces
Jilif1     i"                             S, S',  and  therefore, at points  inside  each  space, towards  the
ly'i      '                              boundary.
i   '                                          We have now proved that the only arrangement of matter
\ jji        ,-                        which could produce the given system of potential values is one
1 ^ t;    •                              consisting partly of solid matter given by Poisson's equation filling
,   !                                    the compartments  and  partly of films on the  boundaries.    It

